In this public lecture to mark the 25th anniversary of Identities: Global Studies in Culture and Power, award-winning Guardian journalist and author Gary Younge reflects on the potentialities, ambivalences and challenges of 'identity' as a basis for political action in the contemporary climate.
In 2006, while writing an article about the manner in which the term 'political correctness' was used to undermine progress in equality and climates of civility, I asked The Guardian library to do a search on its uses. I found that in the space of one month that year 'political correctness' was used in the British press on average 10 times a day -twice as frequently as 'Islamophobia', three times as often 'homophobia' and four times as often as 'sexism'. During that period it referred to the ill-treatment of rabbits, the teaching of Gaelic, Mozart's opera La Clemenza di Tito, a flower show in Paris and the naming of the Mazda3 MPS. By that time political correctness had effectively come to mean anything you wanted it to mean so long as you don't like it.
'Identity politics' has much the same currency at present. These are the headlines from the first page of a Google search for identity politics in the news: 'Could the Windrush scandal end identity politics in Britain?' (The Spectator); 'Are identity politics emancipatory or regressive?'; 'Andrew Cuomo's identity politics leaves out one group… the middle class' (The Washington Times); 'Anti-Semitism and the threat of Identity politics' (The Financial Times); 'House Speaker Paul Ryan Warns Against 'Identity Politics" (Wall Street Journal); 'Paul Ryan Loves Identity Politics' (Rolling Stone).
Listen to this recent piece from Commentary magazine: 'As if the peddlers of identity politics hadn't done enough to poison Western culture in the here and now, they have now set their sights on the afterlife. That is the metaphysical meaning of the expression "rest in power", which has replaced the old "rest in peace" among the woke crowd….The attempt to carry the struggle beyond the grave is a reminder that liberal identity politics is a quasi-religious or quasi-spiritual movement'.
Clearly we lack a working definition of what identity politics means. But if we are to sum up how it is used, it is a term that relates to any kind of political intervention which intentionally targets a group in which people share common essential attributes -like race, gender, sexual orientation, religion or ethnicity -with the perceived aim of gaining sectional advantage. This is generally characterised as an insult, even though it could apply to the Suffragettes, The African National Congress, disability rights campaigners or Martin Luther King. And since, thanks to malign intervention, it has been rendered meaningless, I think the logical thing for right-minded people to do is retire its use.
Which is why the title of this talk is 'The politics of identity: from potential to pitfalls, and symbols to substance'. Because even though 'identity politics' is not a term I feel is worth claiming or even necessarily critiquing anymore, I do believe that there is always identity in politics. None of us come to politics from a vacuum -we arrive with affiliations that mould our worldview. It was no coincidence that women led the charge for female suffrage or that Ghanaians spearheaded the battle for Ghanaian independence. Had they waited for men or the British occupier to come around to these ideas they might still be waiting.
Everybody understands this apart from the people powerful enough to be ignorant because, in general, the more power an identity carries the less likely its carrier is to be aware of it as an identity at all. Those who have never been asked 'How do you balance childcare and work?' or 'How can you prove that you will return home after this holiday?' are less likely to think that their masculinity or Western citizenship and the privileges that come with them are anything but the normal state of affairs. Because their identity is never interrogated they are easily seduced by the idea that they do not have one. Strip them of their citizenship, recategorise their ethnicity or put them in a place where they become a minority and see how quickly they will cling to attributes they have inherited. These contradictions are usually obvious to all but those who have them. Absent of any awareness that they too possess a perspective rooted in their own experience, every food with which they are unfamiliar is 'ethnic food' and every month is their history month. They call this objectivity. One must assume that had they been born a girl in India or a boy in the 18th century their worldview would be exactly the same. But follow that logic and you are left with a person who lives without history, geography or civilization. And those people simply do not exist.
And then there are those on the Left who will only be guided by 'material' concerns. For them -and of course I reserve the harshest criticism for my own side because they should know better -analysis of Western society is rooted in the 19 th century and hasn't grown much since. Class, they claim, is the Holy Grail and all else is not only secondary but subsidiary. When tens of thousands of Americans, most of them black, take to the streets, for example, to celebrate Obama's election they effectively tell them to go back home and wait for the disappointment. When women are galvanised and conscientised in their hundreds of thousands over sexual harassment they dismiss it as hashtag activism and claim it's a union issue. And each time it's not as though they don't have a point: it's just that they determinedly miss the point. When women are being paid 18.4% less than men then gender is a material concern; when for every $100 a white person has in the US in wealth an African American has $5.04 then race is a material issue. If there is no lift and you're disabled; if you can't get married to the person you love; if your children can't eat the food their religious dietary requirements stipulate at school or you do not feel safe speaking your mother tongue in the streetthese are all material issues. In certain circumstances whether you are British, black, gay, Iraqi, Hindu or female can be the difference between life and death, poverty and wealth, citizenship and statelessness.
Since we are both many things -female, white, English, gay -and just one -ourselves -identity is in its very nature intersectional. Its intersection with class is vital to understanding how it works. To try and understand identity without understanding class would be to misunderstand both altogether. But the relationship between the two is fluid not fixed and symbiotic not subordinate. 'Labour in the white skin', wrote that great, flakey identity nut, Karl Marx, 'can never free itself as long as labour in the black skin is branded'.
So there is always identity in politics. But that does not mean that there is always politics in identity. Not all identities are political or even socialsome are strictly personal. That doesn't necessarily make them any less important to the people involved. But the distinction matters. The notion that the 'personal is the political' gained currency during the sixties, thanks to the feminist movement, and we are all better for it. When cast as 'personal', issues like abortion, domestic violence, housework, childcare responsibilities and housework, were effectively excluded from broader political discussion, leaving women isolated in their attempts to seek equality, safety and greater freedom. By reframing them as political feminists opened up a fresh terrain for all of us. But along the way there were some who equated the 'personal is political' with the 'emotional is empirical'.
Personal decisions and psychological conditions were endowed with political import and vice-versa: black people who chose white partners were branded coconuts and anti-Zionist Jews were diagnosed as self-hating. Experience gained primacy over argument. A survivor of rape, concentration camps or homophobic or racist attack claimed the right not only to be heard but never to be argued with. People could silence any opposition simply by insisting: 'I've been through it, I know'. The idea that others who had been through it might have different interpretations or that those who didn't might have valid things to contribute, was brushed aside.
And during a period in which neo-liberal thinking and framing became entrenched, identities that are political became effectively tradeable -corporatised, commodified, marketed and managed. This, in turn, made people both cynical and confused. Equal opportunities were replaced with photo opportunities; eviscerated of its political content identity became, for some, not about what you did, but how you felt.
So identity has lain abandoned. Publicly derided and hypocritically exploited by the Right; wilfully neglected or carelessly promoted by the Left; shamelessly embraced and marketised by the corporate world. Prone to cynicism; but also the lynchpin to great acts of solidarity. Both source and pollutant: the starting point for some of the most inspirational moments in politics; the endpoint for some of the most insidious.
And we -and by we I am projecting on to my immediate audience the assumption of progressive, thinkers and doers but if there are any of you who don't fit that category then welcome -are partly responsible for this state of affairs. Too little rigour and too much self-indulgence, a tendency to mistake indignation, discomfort or disappointment as a political position, has made space for those who would do us harm. Serious harm.
Identity is like fire. It can create warmth and comfort or burn badly and destroy. It can make connections over oceans, languages, generations and cultures. But it can also sow division among those who live side by side. On the one hand, we are all more alike than we are unalike. On the other hand, the ways in which we are unalike matter. For all that is common in the human experience the differences are stark and, in some respects, getting starker. They are also increasingly creating the framework for political activity, public anxiety and, at times, moral panic.
Tonight I just want to focus on a couple of ways in which this plays out. I want to start with the distinction and interplay between symbols and substance, since this is where we most often get tripped up. By symbols here I mean the things that people can interpret from a landmark signifiersthe first female president, the first gay marriage, a muslim mayor, a trans CEO -those barrier breakers and figureheads whom are held up and lionised (and at times lampooned) for their representational capacity.
There are some who would like to dismiss this reflex out of hand. And I really do understand that. What are we celebrating here? The fact that there has never been a female president or a openly gay prime minister, or whatever, should arguably be a cause for outrage, not joy when one finally makes it through. And, seriously, why should we care? Theresa May is the country's second female prime minister. What use is that to the two mothers who threw their children from Grenfell Towers in the hope that they might be saved. What substantial difference do these things make to people's lives?
I wanted to engage this point with specific reference to Barack Obama, whose election and most of whose tenure I covered while living in America. My son was born the weekend that Obama announced his candidacy. As I pushed him around in his stroller, surrounded by socialist realist type pictures declaring HOPE and CHANGE, I was told his candidacy would signify great things for my son. Osceola would grow up with an assumption that the highest office in the land was open to him. That the future could be his. That there was, I was told, nothing that this child could not achieve.
That made little sense to me. The fact that my son suddenly has a tiny theoretical chance of getting to the White House was less important than the more real chance of his ending up behind bars (one in three black American boys born in 2001 were destined for the prison system) or dead (three black kids are shot every day). I wanted a president who could change the odds for the many rather than raise the stakes for a few. I didn't care what they looked like.
But increasingly I came to feel that we should not leave symbols to the symbol-minded. We just have to be clear about what we are claiming for the symbols that are available. First, we cannot claim that the advance of an individual is synonymous with the advance of a group. Indeed, in Obama's case, it was the opposite. Elected in the midst of a financial crisis that hit African Americans hardest, his election was not an indication of a narrowing of racial inequalities; it coincided with a widening of them which would continue throughout his presidency. There is very limited value to the celebrating of a glass ceiling being broken when most people are trapped in the basement.
Second, we must understand the connection in its own context, even if they rarely qualified their celebration. People were not simply celebrating because he was black. If Condoleeza Rice, or some other black Republican, had been elected the moment would have been understood very differently and the response among liberals more muted. Obama's politics mattered. Not least, on the central issue of the previous four years -the Iraq war. He had opposed it when there was no obvious politically ambitious reason for doing so. This is particularly important because the Right will generally be far more adept at promoting individuals from underrepresented groups than the Left. When black people, or women or gay people advance on the Left they do so, generally, alongside the demands of that group. Obama, for example, would not have been possible without the specific changes to the primary process that Jesse Jackson extracted in 1988. So they move slower because they generally take certain demands with them. On the Right they move as individuals, free from the ties of movement and demands.
This issue of connection and context was most evident in the 2016 presidential elections when white American women voted for the sexual harrasser rather than the white female liberal. They preferred his agenda of racial exclusion, xenophobia and anomie to that of Hillary Clinton who effectively promised Obama's third term -with stagnant wages, rising health costs and calcifying social mobility. Of course gender had something to do with her defeat. But to understand it solely through the prism of gender is inadequate given what else we know to be true.
Third, we must be congizant of where these breakthroughs are taking place. Obama's politics mattered, but they were evidently insufficient given the conservative institutions in which he was embedded -The Democratic party, the Senate, American electoral politics -which made any celebration contingent. There was a limit to what he would do. He had to raise immense amounts of money from vested interests and those are the interests he would, ultimately serve. He was standing for president of the United Statesthat meant he would preside over massive inequality, illegal wars and shore up its capitalist foundations against all threats, real or imagined. All of that came with the job description.
But there were at least elections. To claim, for example, the upcoming nuptials of Meghan Markle as a step forward for black people in Britainand some have and more will -fails to engage with what that actually symbolises. Having a royal family establishes inherited privilege at the heart of your system of government and embeds patronage at the centre of your politics. I understand this is primarily symbolic. The trouble is, it's symbolic of something quite terrible -the notion that our head of state gains the position not by merit or election but by birth. Meghan Markle being the prince's fiancee illustrates that black people in Britain now have the capacity to be as elitist, exclusory and hierarchical as whites, and that white elites are prepared to accept them on those terms.
So given all the caveats regarding Obama what on earth was there to celebrate? Well his candidacy, coming after 8 years of Bush, became the focal point for hopeful human engagement. Young and old, black, white and Latino, drawing on feminist victories and labour history. One could argue that they were deluded and take a kind of shallow comfort in the insistence of false-consciousness -that nobody else has an viable understanding of the world apart from you. Or you understand it's more layered significance -that this was a moment in which things a different story about what might be possible in America could be told and that recognised what a distance had been travelled in a relatively short time.
As the late author, Eduardo Galleano, told me: 'I was very happy when he was elected, because this is a country with a fresh tradition of racism'. He tells the story of how the Pentagon in 1942 ordered that no black people's blood be used for transfusions for whites. 'In history that is nothing. 70 years is like a minute. So in such a country Obama's victory was worth celebrating'.
The potential of the politics of identity is often to make space for another narrative through -a better narrative. A story about how we got here that is more inclusive, egalitarian, hopeful and humane. That is what I think has happened over this Windrush generation. In the week of the 50th anniversary of Enoch Powell's 'rivers of blood' speech, the country started celebrating the contributions of black foreigners. We heard about taxes they have paid, the communities they have built, the families they have grown and the way they have changed Britain for the better. We talked about immigrants as though they have humanity and about immigration as though it could benefit us. I don't want to make too much of it beyond its potential to shift the framing.
As such, Obama's candidacy became a teachable moment about the potential of anti-racist discourse. A year before, Hillary Clinton's chief strategist, Mark Penn, laid out a plan of attack against Obama. 'All of these articles about his boyhood in Indonesia and his life in Hawaii are geared towards showing his background is diverse, multicultural and putting that in a new light. Save it for 2050. It also exposes a strong weakness for him -his roots to basic American values and culture are at best limited. I cannot imagine America electing a president during a time of war who is not at his centre fundamentally American in his thinking and in his values … Let's explicitly own "American" in our programmes, the speeches and the values. He doesn't … Let's use our logo to make some flags we can give out. Let's add flag symbols to the backgrounds'.
This worldview was defeated. Not definitively. We have Trump now. But momentarily. But while we have gone backwards we are not, I believe, back where we were.
The limits to this as any kind of political project should be clear. It was under Obama's presidency that the most significant anti-racist movement in the last 40 years erupted, in the form of Black Lives Matter. Yet from the outside that debate took place almost completely without reference to the fact that the nation's first black president was in situ.
On one level it seemed as though his relationship to some of the key issues surrounding black life in America was almost ornamental. He is the framed poster in the barbershop or the nail salon, the mural on the underpass, the picture in the diner or bodega -an aspiration not to be mistaken for the attrition of daily life. The question as to whether America can elect a black president has been answered; the issue of the sanctity of black life, however, has yet to be settled. Symbols, should not be mistaken for substance. But they should not be dismissed as insubstantial either.
It is in this basic tension -why does it matter, whom does it impact, what difference will it make to people's lives, in whose name and to what purpose are these identities being conjured -that the pitfalls in the politics of identity so often descends into cynicism and ambivalence.
There are many pitfalls, but for tonight I just want to finish by concentrating on just three. The first is corporatisation. We have been rapidly moving to a place where identities can be eviscerated of their radical underpinnings and sold quite simply as 'difference'. Difference is good; not least because it brings with it the illusion of change. Indeed the more we can get institutions to look different while they act the same the better. To achieve this we have to shift the guise from systemic oppression and systemic change and focus on the specific identities of the people running the system. This is what Angela Davis told me was 'The difference that brings no difference and the change that brings no change'.
Every time we hail the advance of a member of an underrepresented group within the polity or an institution without explaining why we are hailing it and what benefit it will bring to others, we make space for this to happen.
This does nothing for people who need change and everything for systems that make their best efforts to thwart it. Every time we salute the advance of an individual without explaining how it furthers the advance of the many, we lose the opportunity to make the point that we are not talking about systems not individuals.
Which brings me to the second: individualism. As I mentioned earlier, not all of our personal identities, some of which are extremely important to us, are necessarily also social and political identities. That does not make them necessarily less important to us as individuals. But it does make a difference to their social and political currency.
Tiger Woods once defined himself as Cablinasian -a compote of Caucasian, black, Indian and Asian. 'I'm just who I am…whoever you see in front of you'. Well we are all 'just who we are'. And who we are is not simply a matter of our own creation. At root, all identities are created by us to make sense of the world that we live in. That doesn't mean that there are no differences between people. Black people generally look different to white people who in turn look different to Asian people. Women have different bodies than men. Different religious groups draw from different spiritual stories and worship different kinds of gods. But the meaning assigned to those differences is a matter of social construction.
I think there are two basic rules that need to apply here. First, everyone has the right to call themselves whatever they want. If Woods wants to call himself Cablinasian, Rachel Dolezal wants to call herself black or Teresa Heinz Kerry (the white millionaire who was born in Mozambique) wants to call herself African-American then we should respect that.
We should honour self-definition not to humour the subject but because it is infinitely preferable to allowing anyone to be defined by others. 'The human approach to experience is categorical', argued Harry Wolcott. 'What we don't label others will, leaving us at their mercy. We are better off to supply labels of our own and to be up front about the identifications we seek'.
But, second, with this right comes at least one responsibility -for that identity to be social, and without it being social it cannot become political, it must make some sense to others.
'A tree, whatever the circumstances, does not become a legume, a vine, or a cow', explains Kwame Anthony Appiah in The Ethics of Identity. 'The reasonable middle view is that constructing an identity is a good thing (if self-authorship is a good thing) but that the identity must make some kind of sense. And for it to make sense, it must be an identity constructed in response to facts outside oneself, things that are beyond one's own choices'. Put crudely, it is not about you. It is about us. Or at least if it is about you, and you alone, then tell me why I should be interested.
Finally, essentialism will kill us all. Appeals to the innate, fixed, pure and essential nature of any identity are the stock-in-trade of any fundamentalist and generally have the same effect -to isolate one particular group from the rest of the human race. The rhetorical shortcuts often taken by radicals to galvanise the oppressed all too often lead to a cul-de-sac.
For while the Right seems like the natural home for those who guard the notion of the never-changing identity it can just as easily find its home among the liberal Left -the peddlers of purity and authenticity who will point to womens' nurturing impulses or the rhythms of Africa that run through the black diaspora's soul. Nor is it just the Right that is wont to frame change as undesirable per se.
Take gentrification. A familiar charge, particularly in poor black areas, is that wealthy white people are moving in and changing the character of the neighbourhood. While this is often true it is not, in itself, a particularly strong argument against gentrification. There is no principle one could advance as to why an area should remain black and poor. Indeed many of the areas that are black and poor today were rich and white yesterday and may well be again. Taken at face value complaints about white people moving into an area and changing its character are not different in their logic from complaints about poor non-whites immigrants moving into an area and changing its character -even if the motivations for and consequences of those fears are quite different.
That does not mean that gentrification is a good thing or an unimportant trend. But the issue is not whether an area looks different demographically and is changing economically but the extent to which the people who live in that area feel ownership over the changes that are taking place as opposed to being marginalized in their own communities or, worse still, forced out of them. It is a question of power and resources, not race and change.
But when we absent ourselves from these kind of distinctions we leave the door open for all kinds of haters and hucksters who can do real damage. For all the ways in which the Right has hung the noose of identity politics around the neck of the Left, it has been them who have been most shameless, and I would argue successful, in employing it. Were it not for an innate nostalgia regarding British -and specifically English -identity that was galvanised during the referendum we probably would not now be leaving the European Union. Unless of course the other side had evoked a popular affection for Europe as a counterweight, which it didn't.
Some on the Left in America correctly blame Trump's victory on identity politics. But bizarrely they blame Hillary Clinton as the culprit. It's not obvious to me which identities they are referring to. She spoke about women. But how couldn't she, given Trump's misogynistic outbursts. She appealed to the gay communities and black communities just as Democrats always do, but she didn't promise them anything.
It was Trump, in his appeal to white people, to nationalism, patriotism, xenophobia, to machismo who leveraged identity politics to devastating affect. It is Richard Spencer, one of the leaders of the Charlottesville rallies, who cites Israel as an example, who wants to set up a white ethno-state. This is the agenda of Hungary's Viktor Oban and France's Marine Le Penrace and nation, blood and soil.
We don't have to stop what we're doing because they are doing it too or because they will distort what we're doing. But we need to be sure that the vision of society that we are creating is not one that can be grafted, inverted and used against us.
The thing we forget about the story of the boy who cried wolf was that, when all was said and done, there was actually a wolf. So when people claim an impending or existing clash of civilisations there is, of course, always chance that they might be right.
When it comes to identity there is always a wolf lurking somewhere. There has never been a time in human history when someone hasn't been trying to rally one group against another on the basis of their difference.
The other thing often forgotten about that fable is that the villagers' instinct was to band together and protect the boy and his flock -and they didn't stop immediately after they discovered he was lying but kept trying. There has also never been a time in human history when some people have not defied attempts to divide them on the basis of their difference and instead united to defend or expand human rights. All too often those people have been all too few. But that simply makes their achievements all the more impressive.
Identity is not seeking a role in politics. It is there. Nor is it seeking a role in our lives. It is there too. For better, for worse and usually for both it is an integral part of how we relate to people as individuals and as groups. The choice is whether we want to succumb to its perils amidst moral panic and division or leverage its potential through solidarity in search of common, and higher, ground.
Identity is like fire.
